
Hollins Grundy Primary School 

Homework Schedule Spring Term 

Year 5 
 

Please complete 8 of the following homework tasks by Friday 
23rd March. Each completed task will earn a number of 
housepoints. Tasks can be completed in any order and can be 
handed in on any day when they have been completed.  

RE 
To draw a picture of Jesus and annotate it by labelling all the 
qualities he had as a person. 
                                                                 (Up to 3 housepoints) 

News/Journalism  
To write a report about a day out that you have had that would 
be suitable for a newspaper. 
                                                                 (Up to 3 housepoints) 

Music 
Choose a piece of music and try to identify the instruments you 
can hear. 

 (Up to 3 housepoints) 

P.E 
Make up a game for 2 or more players.  
It must include either a small sponge ball, or a 
netball/basketball.  Write down the rules, and be prepared to 
show the rest of the class how to play it in P.E. 

(Up to 3 housepoints) 
 
 
 

Art 
Create intergalactic art that includes stars, moons and planets. 
Try to use materials you have maybe not used before. 
 
                                                               (Up to 3 house points) 

 
 

Topic – CSI, Man on the moon,  

Write a list of at least 10 questions you would ask astronaut if 
you met one. 

(Up to 3 housepoints) 

Research a famous astronaut and produce a fact file of 
pictures facts and achievements about that astronaut. 

(Up to 3 housepoints) 

Create a fact file about one of the planets, including a model.                                     
(Up to 5 house points) 

Use the internet to work out how to make your own sun dial. 
Use the sun dial and see if it works properly. Be prepared to 
present to the others how you made it and how your sun dial 
works. 

(Up to 3 housepoints) 

Create a piece of art in the style of Salvador Dali, using your 
hands, feet and fingers as your tool. 

(Up to 3 housepoints) 

Write a job description for a CSI investigator. Remember to list 
all the qualities and what they will be expected to do to 
complete the job. 

(Up to 3 house points) 


